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The edition of the works of L.E.J. Brouwer (1881-1966) 
(I am in charge of its topological part) will contain a few un- 
published pieces -- scraps and correspondence. The greater part 
of his papers seems to have been destroyed; perhaps a fire in 
the cabin he occupied during the war contributed to this ir- 
reparable loss. What has been left, is in general incoherent 
and difficult to interpret. The greater part of his letters to 
Hilbert (b.1862) and F. Klein (b.1849) are preserved at the 
University Library Guttingen. Only isolated pieces of his enor- 
mous correspondence with others have been recovered. I am go- 
ing to tell you about some fortuitous -- and fortunate -- find- 
ings in Brouwer's estate. 
Brouwer's first publications date from 1904; initially 
they deal with classical geometry. His thesis of 1907 dealt 
with foundations of mathematics in the style of the intuition- 
ism of his later years, and foundations of geometry in the 
group theory style of the Helmholtz-Lie space problem. At the 
international congress in Rome in 1908, he gave a sketch of his 
investigations, inspired by Hilbert's fifth problem, in the 
theory of continuous groups. Gradually his research became more 
and more topological. In 1909 he published investigation on con- 
tinuous mappings of surfaces and on vector fields upon surfaces. 
He proved the existence of a fixed point in any mapping of the 
2-sphere belonging to the homotopy class of the identity (to say 
it in modern terminology), and the existence of a singularity in 
vector fields on the 2-sphere (without noticing that the last 
property, albeit under much rougher assumptions, had already 
been proved by H. Poincar6 (b. 1854). At that moment Brouwer 
did not yet see the connection between these two theorems. A 
remark in a letter to J. Hadamard (b. 1865) shows that this idea 
had come into his mind in the course of their correspondence. 
Probably it was also Hadamard who indicated to Brouwer Poincar6's 
priority with respect to the theorem on spherical vector fields. 
At that time the great authority on topology was A. 
Schoenflies (b. 1853), a brilliant lecturer and the author 
of a report on set theory for the Deutsche Mathematiker- 
Vereiniqung. This Bericht, badly organized and as defective 
as Schoenflies' other publications, came out in a second, 
revised edition in 1914. It is now forgotten whereas Hausdorff's 
book, also from 1914, is still much consulted today. According 
to a letter to Hilbert, Brouwer noticed grave errors in 
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book fell on the floor and released a few detached pages, which 
I immediately identified as drafts of letters to Hilbert and 
Hadamard. The exercise book itself, which I cannot remember 
ever to have seen before, bore the label Potentiaaltheorie en 
vectoranalyse; this could have been the reason whey I had ne- 
glected it up to that moment. 
The first of the two drafts (in German, Y16 of my catalogue) 
is dated “Neujahrsmorgen 1910” and is addressed to “Mein lieber 
Herr Geheimrat”. (See facsimile in Figures l-3.) The other (in 
French, Y17) is dated “Paris 4.1. lo”, with the address “Cher 
Monsieur” . No doubt the “Geheimrat” of the first letter is Hilbert. 
Since at least 14 May 1909 Brouwer had been in correspondence with 
him, mainly on the question of Schoenflies’ errors, and some time 
between 16 July 1909 and 15 October 1909 the Brouwer and Hilbert 
families had met, either in Gbttingen or in Holland. The address 
of Brouwer’s New Year letter to Hilbert is somewhat confusing. In 
the correspondence of 1909 Hilbert was always addressed as “Sehr 
geehrter Herr Geheimrat”, and this continues even in the letter 
of March 1909. The draft of the New Year letter shows “Lieber Herr 
Geheimrat”, which in the authentic letters does not return until 
much later in 1910. If the New Year letter was dispatched -- which 
is quite probable -- its address may have conformed to that of the 
previous letters. 
The “Cher Monsieur” of the letter of 4 January 1910 is 
certainly Hadamard. This is proved by a sentence wherein Brouwer 
mentions an idea of Hadamard and states that he had inserted it 
into one of his papers. 
According to these drafts, Brouwer spent his 1909/10 Christmas 
holidays at the home of his brother, the geologist, on 6 rue de 
1’Abbbe de 1’ EpQe, in the Latin Quarter of Paris. This, then, is 
the cradle of modern topology, thebirth of which was announced on Neu 
Year’s Day 1910. Indeed, the drafts contain most of the essential 
ideas in the work Brouwer was to publish in 1911-13: the homo topy 
classes, the mapping degree (though obtained by polynomial rather 
than simplicial approximation), the mappings of spheres, spherical 
vector fields, and their mutual relations; and theorems on fixed 
points and singularities of vector fields, based on the concept of th 
mapping degree. The letter to Hadamard is longer than that to Hilber 
The exercise book that hid the drafts starts with classical differ- 
ential geometry and passed to topology on p. 7; these are more or les 
worked out proofs of the propositions announced in the letters. 
No doubt these pages were written about 1 January 1910. A change 
of ink may reflect his change of domicile from Holland to Paris. 
The text contains a number of unusual gallicisms such as univoque 
instead of dbduidig and terms which are characteristic of Hada- 
mard, such as volume for the interior of the sphere. This makes 
it highly probable that it has been written in Paris. Additions 
of a later date (probably the spring of 1910) are easily distin- 
guished. The theorem on the singularities of vector fields on 
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FIG. 1 
Draft of Brouwer's letter to Hilbert of "Neujarsmorgen 1910",pagel. 
FIG. 2 
Brouwer's letter, page 2. 
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FIG. 3 
Brouwer's letter, page 3. 
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Schoenflies’ work while investigating continuous groups topological 
lY* Brouwer’s counterexamples, published in 1910, caused a sen- 
sation. The most striking among them is that strange curve di- 
viding the plane into three domains so that it is the total boun- 
dary of every one of those three domains. After this discovery 
Brouwer was unofficially charged with the supervision of the new 
edition of the Bericht of Schoenflies. Since Schoenflies often 
failed to understand Brouwer’s sometimes very subtle criticism, 
there resulted a long series of scientific conflicts, in which 
several times Hilbert had to intervene as a mediator. But it is 
a fact that these scientific quarrels never troubled the personal 
good relations between Brouwer and Schoenflies or their families. 
The publications that make Brouwer the founder of modern 
topology started with his proof of the invariance of dimension 
published early in 1911. In 1878 G. Cantor (b. 1845) had made 
the paradoxical discovery that the line interval, the square, 
the cube and its higher-dimensional generalizations all have the 
same cardinality -- they are equivalent under one-to-one mappings. 
From the beginning it was conjectured that one-to-one continuous 
mappings would discriminate between the various dimensions. A 
series of wrong proofs reflect the efforts made and the dif- 
ficulties met in “saving” dimension. In 1910 the most that had 
been accomplished was an incredibly complicated proof for three 
dimensions by Liiroth. 
Brouwer’s success caused a sensation. The most striking 
feature was his new method. His new device was what is now called 
homotopy of mappings and simplicial approximation. Brouwer proved 
that if a mapping of the unit cube displaces every point less than 
one half, the image must contain an interior point -- a lemma by 
which the dimension of the n-dimensional cube can be characterized. 
The mapping degree is not mentioned in this paper although this 
is the basic implicit tool of the proof: after a simplicial 
approximation, Brouwer counts algebraically the number of cover- 
ings of an image point by image simplices. This number is of 
course the mapping degree, which he proved to be invariant under 
homotopic changes, and to remain constant unless the image of 
the boundary is crossed. 
The mapping degree became the main tool in Brouwer’s 
publications of 1911-1913. These contain a large number of 
fundamental topological results: on mappings of varieties, 
singularities of vector fields, invariance of domain fat that 
time a more urgent subject than invariance of dimension), Jordan’s 
theorem in higher dimensions, the invariance of the closed curve 
(the germ of the homology theory of compact spaces), and the 
general inductive definition of dimension (rediscovered by Ury- 
sohn and Menger). 
One day, when I had almost finished my editing work and I 
looked for characteristic specimina of Brouwercs handwriting, 
to be included in the publication, it happened that an exercise- 
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the sphere is proved by the same ingenious method found in 
Brouwer's second paper of 1911. 
The exercise book also shows that at that period Brouwer 
was not yet able to prove the topological invariance of dimension, 
although he noted that by means of the theorem on the singulari- 
ties of spherical vector fields he was able to distinguish odd 
and even dimensions topologically, which fact he also mentions 
to Hilbert on 18 March 1910. It is fortunate that he did not 
notice that this already guarantees the invariance of dimension 
in general. 
The discovery of the two drafts has made it possible to 
arrange somewhat chronologically a dozen of scraps in Brouwer's 
estate where he attacked the problem of invariance of dimension. 
He tried two ways, one by straightforward use of the mapping 
degree, and the other, which Poincare'had indicated earlier, 
by an inductive definition of dimension, whereby a set is called 
n-dimensional if by (n-1)-dimensional coupures (thollgh not by 
(n-2)-dimensional ones) it can be cut into arbitrarily small pieces 
It is a pity that I could not make sure how Brouwer found the 
proof published in 1911. 
The discovery of the drafts has completely overthrown the 
structure of ideas I had about the origin of Brouwer's fundamen- 
tal topological concepts. Contrary to the chronological order 
of his publications, his starting point was not the topologica1 
invariance of dimension but mappings of varieties and vector 
fields. Likewise, by now I understand better Hadamard's role 
and Brouwer's high estimation of him. Compared with Brouwer's 
revolutionary methods, Hadamards's were quite traditional, but 
Hadamard's assistance at the birth of Brouwer's ideas certain- 
ly resembled more that of a midwife than a spectator. 
The discovery of the invariance of dimension had an epilogue 
that lasted a dozen years. During the Christmas holidays of 
1910/11, Otto Blumenthal (b. 1876), managing editor of Mathemat- 
ische Ann&en, visited Paris. He met Henri Lebesgue (b. 1875) 
and told him the news of the proof of the invariance of dimension 
by Brouwer . Lebesgue reacted -- probably slightingly -- with 
the remark that he possessed several proofs of that theorem. 
Blumenthal asked him as a favour to have at least one of them 
them published in Mathematische dnnalen. Lebesgue obliged, 
and Blumenthal published it just after Bouwer's paper. It 
contains the celebrated characterization of the dimension 
by the paving property: if an n-dimension cube is covered 
by small closed pieces, then there is a system of n + 1 among 
them with a non-void intersection (and there exists such a 
cover where all systems of n + 2 members have a void intersec- 
tion) . Unfortunately Lebesgue's proof was wrong, or rather, there 
was not any trace of proof. The style of the paper was a bit 
ironical ; at the end he even quoted a proof of Baire's, which 
is entirely insufficient. It is hard to understand how Lebesgue 
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ever could submit such a paper and how Blumenthal could accept it. 
But let us not worry about it, Let us rather admire Lebesguels 
courage. The paving principle is a marvellous discovery, even 
with no proof at all, and nobody knows what would have happened 
if Lebesgue had not dared to enunciate it. 
Brouwer’s reaction was furious, which is easily understood. 
He wrote and submitted to Mathematische Annalen an attack on 
Lebesgue which he later retracted; no trace is left of this 
paper. Blumenthal thought that Brouwer exaggerated, but an ex- 
plicit counterexample to Lebesgue’s “proof” convinced him. At 
every opportunity in the future, Brouwer challenged Lebesgue to 
deliver the proof he had promised but Lebesgue did not respond. 
Indeed, it was not until 1921 that Lebesgue finally published 
a proof of the paving principle, which, however was essentially 
based on Brouwer’s ideas. 
In a letter to R. Baire, Brouwer wrote that a few days 
after he had learned about Lebesgue’s paving principle, he 
had found a proof. In Brouwer’s estate there is a document 
relating to this discovery: first a few attempts that failed, 
then a text which is crossed out and difficult to read, but 
which shows that the bell had rung, next a piece that has not 
anything to do with the context, and finally the successful 
proof with a simplification in the margin written with very 
small letters. Because he was waiting for Lebesgue’s proof, 
Brouwer did not publish this iiork until 1913, and in Crelle 
rather than in Mathematische Annalen to which it had been 
promised, in the context of the characterization of dimension 
according to Poincare’s ideas. As a matter of fact the strange 
place of publication may explain why it was not noticed by 
Urysohn and Menger. 
